(1)

Between which two European countries is the Brenner Pass?
Italy and Austria.

(2)

Which animal has red grey and Arctic varieties?
Fox.

(3)

In which US sate is Las Vagas?
Nevada.

(4)

Which part of the body is affected by impetigo?
The skin.

(5)

Which famous murderer
Massachusetts in 1973?

was

murdered

in

Walpole

Prison,

The Boston Strangler.
(6)

Which word describes the passage of all or part of an astronomical
body into the shadow of another?
Eclipse.

(7)

Which merchant bank collapsed in February 1995?
Bearings.

(8)

What is the international car registration for Denmark?
DK.

(9)

What are the young of bats called?
Pups.

(10)

In which organ of the body can grey matter be found?
The brain.4
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(11)

What name is given to the area of New York that extends for seven
blocks from Broadway to the East River?
Wall Street.

(12)

Which company designed the Merlin engine of the Spitfire and
Hurricane?
Rolls-Royce.

(13)

Which cheese is traditionally grated and sprinkled on spaghetti?
Parmesan.

(14)

What is novocain widely used as?
Anaesthetic.

(15)

The border between which two countries was set at the 49th parallel in
1818?
USA and Canada.

(16)

On which date is St George's Day?
23 April.

(17)

Originally it was called the Executive Mansion, what is it called today?
The White House.

(18)

What word can go after "port" and before "seaman"?
"Able".

(19)

How many strings are there on a ukulele?
4.

(20)

In what events did Jesse Owens win his four gold medals in the 1936
Olympics?
100m, 200m, 4x100m relay and the long jump.
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(21) The Dance of the Sugar Plum Fairy comes from which Tchaikovsky
ballet?
The Nutcracker Suite.
(22)

The thorax is an anatomical term for which part of the body?
Chest.

(23)

What distance would you have travelled if you went 5.88 trillion
miles, or 9.46 trillion km?
One light year.

(24)

In which month in 1914 did the First World War begin?
August.

(25)

In chess what is another name for the rook?
Castle.

(26)

Lord Greystoke was the father of which fictional character?
Tarzan.

(27)

In which city in the British Isles would you find Phoenix Park?
Dublin.

(28)

What type of weapon is a Mills Bomb?
A hand grenade.

(29)

How many tentacles has a cuttlefish?
Ten.

(30)

In which London building is the Lord Mayor's banquet held?
The Guild Hall.
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(31)

From which country did the Rottweiler originate?
Germany.

(32)

What name is given to the technique of measuring at a distance?
Telemetry.

(33)

What is step three in the song "Three Steps to Heaven"?
"You kiss and hold her tightly”.

(34) Edward Jenner discovered a vaccine for which disease?
Smallpox.
(35)

Which mountain system is sometimes referred to as "the backbone
of England"
The Pennines.

(36) What name is given to a valved top on an inverted bottle of spirits that
releases an exact tot measure when pressed?
Optic.
(37)

John George Haig was hanged for murder in 1949. How did he
dispose of the bodies?
In an acid bath.

(38)

Which political party was formed in 1925 with the aim of achieving
Welsh independence?
Plaid Cymru.

(39)

Which metal has the symbol Pt?
Platinum.

(40)

A full choir is divided into four ranges of voices. Name Them?
Sopranos, Altos, Tenors and Basses.
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